We Can Change the Future
A transformative way of thinking to discover the best possible path even in the most difficult of times.

Currently the world is undergoing drastic change.
“My usual ways aren’t working.”
“Things were working so well until now, what happened?”
“I’m worried about what this world is coming to.”
Conventional beliefs, common sense, and societal values are wavering.
We are facing an era of Chaos.
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Each one of us is being asked
how to think and what to do in these times of trial.

2 min. walk from Tsurumai station (Tsurumai Metro Line)
2 min. walk from Tsurumai station (JR Chuo Honsen Line)

One thing is for certain.
When you change, the world changes.
The two occur at the same time.

See maps for details: http://goo.gl/bNtO3W

English and Portuguese translations will be available.

You can change the future with your own hands.
You can open up a new world.
This unwavering hope and practice method can be yours.

Profile of the Lecturer
Keiko Takahashi, born in Tokyo in 1956,

explains that at the foundation of the many
challenges that modern society confronts, lies
a hollowing out of the human being as many
have lost sight of their origin of their existence
as a soul that embodies eternal life. She has
developed both a perspective of human beings
and a perspective of the world that guide the
recovery of that origin to compile them into a
comprehensive Study of the Soul. She expounds
the Soul Doctrine that introduces a way to live
each day as an opportunity for developing
the soul and has formed a system of practice
principles and methods that serve this purpose.
The dialogues that she conducts during her

Scan to see the map

lectures reveal the paths of those who have
transformed themselves and their lives to make
positive contributions to society, inspiring and
guiding participants to affirm the existence of
the soul.
Keiko Takahashi leads GLA where she elaborates
on these studies through various study
opportunities, including lectures and personal
guidance. She accompanies individuals on their
path, across several demographics and career
types, addressing professionals in business
management, medicine, education, and other
fields based upon her insight toward the future
of Japan and the world. Keiko Takahashi’s
lectures for the general public have been
ongoing since their inception in 1992, with the
number of attendants exceeding one million.

Admission fee:
¥3,000 (+ additional ¥300 for translation headphone)
Enquiry:
International Department
at GLA Headquarters

New English book by Keiko Takahashi

TEL: 03-5828-8426
(English and
Japanese
TEL: 050-3535-0515
(Japanese only)
For more information in
English on the lecturer and
her Study of the Soul:
www.gla-intl.com

Your Best for
a New Era
¥2,160

The Path of Prayer
Revised Edition

¥2,700

This event has been produced by the Keiko Takahashi Lecture Committee
(GLA , TL Management Group, TL Medicine Group, TL Education Group).

